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✓ Reengen is a technology company established in 2013, with end-to-end digital energy management solutions for buildings and corporates.

✓ Reengen is providing services and solutions to optimize energy management and facilitate smart city and smart grid interaction, turning data into actionable intelligence for energy domain.

✓ Company’s products collect and analyze energy and operation-related data from various data sources to improve building operation and energy performance, while supporting intelligence for inter communication.

✓ Reengen can support projects, focused in EMEA, at ICT, IoT, energy, smart city, grid, digitalization domains including technical and social impacts of measurement.

www.celticnext.eu
Project Ideas/Offer

- Digital energy management and smart grid engagement
- Smart city and facility communications software tools development
- Proactive monitoring and problem resolution through diagnostics and algorithms, also demand side management and predictive maintenance.
- Besides providing 360 degrees of cloud based energy intelligence, we offer IoT platform solutions including IoT gateway and edge analytics.
- The IoT stack includes connectivity, device cloud, business logic, big data analytics and remote service applications.

✓ Reengen has been a technology provider for several EU smart city solutions as well, such as CITyFiED, R2CITIES, NEED4B, Game4Seen, SolarPact, Idere4C, e-balance+
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